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Saunas




Clearlight Saunas

All Clearlight® Infrared SaunasClearlight® Sanctuary Full Spectrum SaunasClearlight® Outdoor Full Spectrum SaunasClearlight® Premier Far Infrared SaunasCompare Sanctuary & Premier Saunas
Saunas By Size

1 Person Saunas2 Person Saunas3 Person Saunas4 Person Saunas5 Person Saunas
Accessories

All Add OnsRed Light Therapy Tower

Far Infrared Vs Full Spectrum
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Compare Clearlight® Sanctuary and Premier Saunas





Got Questions?



+61 02 9000 1975



Contact Customer Care






why infrared




Infrared Explained

What is infrared?What is far infrared?Why Infrared Saunas?The Importance of low EMF
Wellness Therapies Explained

What Is Red Light Therapy?What Is HaloTherapy?What Is Chromotherapy?


True Wave™ heater technology
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Read out about our patented, virtually zero EMF Heating technology.





Got Questions?



+61 02 9000 1975



Contact Customer Care






HEALTH BENEFITS




Infrared Sauna Health Benefits

All Infrared Sauna Health BenefitsInfrared Sauna Weight LossInfrared Sauna DetoxificationInfrared Sauna Heart HealthInfrared Sauna Stress ReductionInfrared Sauna Skin BenefitsInfrared Sauna Diabetes SupportInfrared Sauna Muscle RecoveryInfrared Sauna Immunity SupportInfrared Sauna Joint Pain
References

Clearlight® Sauna Weight Loss StudyInfrared Sauna Clinical Studies ListInfrared Sauna Use Risks


Infrared Sauna Health Benefits
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Take a look at why Infrared Saunas are so good for you!





Got Questions?



+61 02 9000 1975



Contact Customer Care






why clearlight




Why Clearlight®

The Clearlight StoryClearlight’s Positive ImpactQuality CraftsmanshipClearlight® Warranty
Clearlight® Technology

Lowest EMF & ELF SaunasTrue Wave® Infrared Heater Technology

Catalogue Download
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Grab the Clearlight® Saunas Catalogue





Got Questions?



+61 02 9000 1975



Contact Customer Care






Resources




Buying Guides

Competitor Comparison PageFar Infrared versus Full SpectrumInfrared Sauna Buying Guide
Customer Resources

Sauna Maintenance GuideInstallation Tips & Manuals
Articles & Books

Clearlight BlogFAQSauna Sessions eBookClearlight® Catalogue

Competitor Comparison
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How to choose the best Infrared Sauna in Australia





Got Questions?



+61 02 9000 1975



Contact Customer Care






Contact us





Get Help

Visit our Help CentreSauna Maintenance GuideSauna Assembly & ManualsFAQ
Sales Enquiries

Residential SaunasCommercial SaunasNo Deposit, Interest-free FinancePartners & Affiliates

eBook Download
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8 Tips to get the most out of your sauna sessions





Got Questions?



+61 2 9000 1975
Visit our Help Centre









+61 2 9000 1975




Contact Customer Care





INFRARED + RED LIGHT THERAPY
Multiply the benefits.
Free red light tower worth $2,899
with any Sanctuary sauna.

FIND OUT MORE
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Sauna now, pay later, with Handypay!
From $300 weekly, with no deposit, interest-free finance.*

FIND OUT MORE


*Speak to our sauna experts for more information.
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Complement your
outdoor lifestyle.
Clearlight® Outdoor Saunas. Where wellness meets luxury.


EXPLORE OUR SAUNAS
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Clearlight®
Infrared Saunas
Therapeutic and energy efficient.

request pricing
Explore our saunas
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Life is better in
the Outdoors.
Find out more about Clearlight’s outdoor infrared saunas.

EXPLORE THE OUTDOORS
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TrueWave® Infrared Heaters

Lowest EMF & ELF

Lifetime Warranty*

ENERGY EFFICIENT

LOW Voc


TrueWave® Infrared Heaters

Lowest EMF & ELF

Lifetime Warranty*

ENERGY EFFICIENT

LOW Voc





















Loved globally, with over 300 5-star reviews.
READ OUR REVIEWS






FULL SPECTRUM INFRARED SAUNAS
Sanctuary Collection
Discover Now
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FAR INFRARED SAUNAS
Premier Collection
Discover Now



[image: Clearlight Premier Sauna in bathroom with beautiful morning sunlight coming through tall windows with garden beyond.]

FULL SPECTRUM INFRARED SAUNAS
Outdoor Collection
Discover Now
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THE CLEAR CHOICE
Rebuild the idea of what home can be, and redefine your pursuit of everyday wellness. Our superior range of infrared saunas and complimentary add-on therapy devices are designed to bring positive, lasting changes to your life.




FEELING GOOD NEVER GETS OLD
Infrared Sauna Health Benefits

Find out how a Clearlight® Infrared Sauna is a great investment in your health, by delivering multiple restorative and regenerative wellness benefits.
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LEARN MORE






ADD-ONS
Upgrade till your heart’s content

Explore our add-ons collection that will transform your Infrared Sauna into a complete wellness capsule. Tools to fine tune your body.
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This is some text inside of a div block.
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Red Light Therapy Tower
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Full Spectrum Heater
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Medical Grade Chromotherapy
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Ergonomic Backrest
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Vibration Resonance Therapy




Explore add-ons





WHO WE ARE
Clearlight is a place dedicated to the pursuit of restoration. A collective of infrared saunas and wellness solutions built for where you call home.

We pour our passion for wellness into bringing you the highest quality products and services, based on strict standards, science-backed evidence, customer feedback and a desire to set the industry standard.
Learn more about us
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Born from passion

Our vision

Everything we do is dedicated to the goal of improving lives through use of our proprietary heating technologies. We are dedicated to our customers and seek to improve the health and wellness of everyone, one sauna at a time.





Sustainable & Responsible
Every Clearlight® Sauna sold creates a positive impact.

Our goal is to become carbon negative by the year 2031.



Learn more
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COMMERCIALLY TRUSTED
We’re proud to partner with
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Partner with us




Customer testimonials
Don’t just take our word for it!


T.M.
Tyson Muir


As a result of an incident outside of my control all of the electrical wiring in my sauna was damaged. When assessed my an electrician I was initially told the sauna was a write off. Rightfully, insurance should have replaced the sauna or wiring, but they wouldn’t. I spoke to Sascha from the clearlight customer service team and the assistance I received was exceptional. Sascha was extremely proactive, going above and beyond the standard expected. Not only did Sascha find a solution for my problem but more impressively a solution that did not leave me out of pocket. At a time when customer service is generally pretty ordinary across the board. Sascha is setting the gold standard of what customer service should be. Experiences like this is what keeps customers coming back.


















  
    
    
    
    
  



S.E.
Sarah Edmondson


Not only are Clearlight Saunas a beautiful product but there aftersales service is brilliant as well. The few little issues I have had over the few years we have now had our Sauna have been sorted out in record time. Excellent company to deal with.


















  
    
    
    
    
  



G.L.
Greg Lopez


A great team with a great product. I have had nothing but extremely positive experiences with everyone at Clearlight Australia, and I absolutely love their products. Professional communication and outstanding customer service.


















  
    
    
    
    
  




H.A.
Healing Arts Studio


The Customer Support Team were very prompt in responding to some specific enquiries we had about our sauna and sent a link with a very informative and easy-to-follow video which gave us a resolution very quickly. We also received a follow-up email from Sascha to ensure that we were satisfied and our enquiry was resolved which was very thoughtful. I'm very happy with the interactions we had with the Customer Support Team, albeit very minimal, as the sauna has been fantastic!


















  
    
    
    
    
  



M.A.
Maria Aurora Vasconcelos


I have the Yoga Sanctuary Sauna for a few years now and it has been a incredible tool in my Health management...truly now I can’t see myself without it! Since day one from talking to Sebastian to Katya and in the last couple of years the very helpful Craig (..Clearlight should never let you go Craig!!)..has been some of the best customer service I have ever received in the world ! I also recently started exploring some of their other great quality products like the Halo and RLT . I wish you all ..including Sarah and the rest of the “invisible “ team, whose names never get mentioned, but nonetheless are crucial to make it all happen... the best of luck ! Kind Regards Rodrigo


















  
    
    
    
    
  



E.D.
Errol Diamond


Was really an awesome experience , totally flawless ! i would like to thank Ray the installer and his team as they were superb as well as customer service Arlene and Sharron and Anna ...really a great team and excellent product ....happy heating  !


















  
    
    
    
    
  




W.T.
Will Them


Great customer service - quick replies, very helpful and solution-focussed. Thank you!


















  
    
    
    
    
  



F.L.
Finance Locum BBCS


I provided a negative rating based on an extended delivery time. Clearlight have subsequently been in touch & explained things very well. I am more than satisfied now & you have redeemed yourselves in your approach


















  
    
    
    
    
  



J.P.
Justin Pace


We bought a two-person Clearlight sauna in 2015. Seven years later, still couldn't be happier with the product we put a great deal of research into before committing. Yes . . . a Clearlight sauna is an investment, however what price do you place on excellent quality; very high, long-term usage without incident (since delivery, every second day / frequently every day;) and exceptional customer service when needed? Every single time we've had to contact Clearlight Saunas the last seven years (three in total), they've been there . . . promptly communicating, facilitating and resolving. As long-term customers, we cannot fault Clearlight in the two areas that matter - product and service. Don't usually write reviews, however with this company was compelled to. So . . . thank you, Clearlight Saunas. You're a brilliant company and are excellent to deal with.


















  
    
    
    
    
  





see more reviews





Read more testimonials


Want to know more?

Our team are experts in infrared saunas and are available to answer your questions.
We’re here Monday to Friday, 9am - 5pm, and Saturdays, 10am - 3pm. (AEST)
GET IN TOUCH






FAQs


What is an Infrared Sauna?


Infrared saunas operate on the principle of radiant heat, a form of energy that warms objects directly without having to heat the air in between.

The term ”infrared“ might sound technical, but it’s important to note that it refers to non-ionising radiation, which is different from the potentially harmful ionising radiation emitted by, for example, X-rays. Infrared radiation is not only safe for the human body but provides a soothing internal warmth that provides several potential benefits. They come in various styles and sizes and elevate your in-home self-care routine like none other, bringing a spa-like luxury to your everyday life.



How Does an Infrared Sauna Work?


Unlike traditional saunas that use steam or dry heat to warm the air, infrared saunas use infrared light waves to penetrate and directly heat up the body’s tissues. These infrared waves, part of the electromagnetic spectrum, are absorbed by the skin and muscles. This deeply penetrates the body, increasing its core temperature and stimulating the detoxification processes.

Another beautiful perk of infrared saunas is their ability to operate at a lower ambient temperature, typically between 48.8-65.5 degrees Celsius. This – compared to traditional saunas, which often reach up to 90.5 degrees – creates a more pleasant yet thoroughly effective environment for those who may find the intense heat of a traditional sauna to be too much.



What Are the Health Benefits of Using an Infrared Sauna?


Beyond being a designated, luxurious place to recharge, several studies have explored the potential health benefits of using a home infrared sauna, some of which include:

Improved Cardiovascular Function
Infrared saunas may provide cardiovascular benefits similar to those you get from exercise. The infrared heat from the sauna increases your heart rate and dilates your blood vessels, helping improve circulation and potentially lowering blood pressure.

Pain Relief
For those who suffer from muscle aches or joint pain, an infrared sauna may help significantly. The deep heat it produces can relieve tension and relax muscles, possibly reducing pain and inflammation.

Weight Loss and Increased Metabolism
Many studies suggest that regular use of an infrared sauna may support weight loss and increase metabolism as your body works to cool itself, expending energy and, therefore, burning calories.

Detoxification
Infrared saunas help you sweat it all out. As one of your body's primary methods of eliminating toxins, the substantial sweating induced by infrared saunas may help the body rid itself of harmful substances.

Improved Skin Health
By increasing circulation and promoting sweat, infrared saunas can help clear out pores and promote that healthy glow we’re all after.

Stress and Fatigue Reduction
Modern life is stressful. Luckily, the warmth of a sauna can help reduce tension, specifically in the muscles, encouraging relaxation and lowering stress and fatigue.



How Often Should I Use an Infrared Sauna?


We don’t blame you if you never want to leave your sauna. However, it’s important to regulate your usage based on your health and lifestyle. For most people, using an infrared sauna 3-4 times a week is ideal (and safe).

It’s always wise to start with shorter sessions (around 10-15 minutes), then gradually increase the duration to 20-30 minutes as your body acclimatises to the heat. Ensure to stay hydrated before, during, and after each session.

Most importantly, always do what feels right for your body, and don’t push yourself too far. Everyone is different, and if you start to feel lightheaded, dizzy, or uncomfortably hot, it's time to leave the sauna.



Can Infrared Saunas Help With Weight Loss?


Yes, using an infrared sauna can assist with weight loss, though it should not be relied upon as a primary weight loss strategy. Saunas can help contribute to weight loss due to the following:

Increased Metabolic Rate
The heat generated by saunas causes an increase in heart rate and metabolism, similar to the effects of moderate exercise. This metabolic increase can lead to more calories being burned, even while at rest.

Deep Sweating
Of course, heat from saunas causes you to sweat. In terms of weight loss, this means that water weight is shed. However, this is a temporary weight loss, and will return once you rehydrate.While these effects can contribute to weight loss in the short term, they're not a substitute for a healthy overall lifestyle.



Can Infrared Saunas Help With Detoxification?


Absolutely. Detoxification, along with relaxation, is what infrared saunas are made for. In the context of saunas, detoxification refers to the body's process of eliminating or neutralising toxins through significant bodily functions – like sweating.

When your body's temperature rises due to the infrared heat of the sauna, it stimulates your sweat glands, leading to a deep form of sweating. This form of perspiration is thought to help the body excrete a higher concentration of toxic substances that can accumulate over time, including heavy metals like lead, mercury, and environmental chemicals. The heat from the sauna may also increase blood circulation and can stimulate the expulsion of toxins from the body.



Can Infrared Saunas Help With Pain Relief and Muscle Recovery?


Yes, infrared saunas can help with pain relief and muscle recovery. Due to the sauna’s ability to potentially increase blood circulation and promote the flow of oxygen-rich blood to the muscles, this kind of heat and deep sweating may help to speed up recovery from muscle soreness. 



What is the Difference Between an Infrared Sauna and a Steam Sauna?


The main difference between infrared saunas and traditional steam saunas is the way heat is produced. While infrared saunas utilise infrared light to directly warm the body, traditional steam saunas generate heat by warming the surrounding air. This difference results in distinct experiences, with infrared saunas typically operating at lower temperatures and providing a less humid, more comfortable environment than steam saunas.



How Do You Properly Use an Infrared Sauna?


Infrared saunas are easy-to-use, at-home luxuries that can significantly improve your quality of life. The proper use of an infrared sauna only involves a few simple steps and precautions, such as:

1. Preheat the sauna to the desired temperature

2. Hydrate before entering, as you'll sweat during the session.

3. Start with shorter sessions (10-15 minutes), then gradually increase to 20-30 minutes as your body adjusts.

4. Relax and enjoy the heat. You can meditate, listen to music, or just rest.

5. After the session, cool down slowly, drink water to rehydrate, and take a shower to wash off the sweat.



What Are the Differences Between Near-Infrared, Mid-Infrared, and Far-Infrared Saunas?


Infrared saunas can emit near-infrared, mid-infrared, or far-infrared light, each with different properties and potential health benefits, such as:

Near-Infrared
Near-infrared (NIR) light is the shortest wavelength of infrared, and it penetrates the skin's surface more efficiently.

Mid-Infrared
Mid-infrared (MIR) wavelengths can penetrate deeper into the body's soft tissue, where inflammation occurs.

Far-Infrared
Far-infrared (FIR) wavelengths are the longest and reach deepest into the body. FIR saunas are typically associated with body detoxification, as they can stimulate the sweat glands, resulting in a deep, detoxifying sweat that eliminates toxins.

Remember that saunas are not a substitute for medical treatment and should not be used to diagnose or treat any disease. Those with medical conditions, pregnant women, and who are elderly or very young should consult a healthcare provider before using a sauna.



Why Clearlight®?


If you’re looking to sweat your way to a plethora of potential health benefits, an infrared sauna in Australia may be your best next investment. At Clearlight® Saunas, our mission is to improve people’s lives with sustainability and quality, and honesty is intrinsic to how we operate.

For more information on any of our infrared saunas, get in touch with us today.







Newsletter Sign Up
Subscribe to our fortnightly newsletter to stay informed and inspired on your wellness journey.

By subscribing you agree to our Privacy Policy. Unsubscribe at any time.


Thank you! You've been subscribed to our newsletter, delivered every 2nd Saturday.


Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.


Discover
All Clearlight Infrared SaunasSanctuary Infrared SaunasPremier Far Infrared SaunasOutdoor Infrared SaunasAdd-OnsInfrared Saunas Health Benefits
Company
About UsContact UsCommercial EnquiriesCompany NewsBecome an AffiliateWarrantyData & Privacy PolicyTerms of UseShipping & Return Policy
Resources
BlogFAQeBookMaintenance GuideInfrared Sauna ContraindicationsThe Helsi Show Podcast
Locations
AdelaideBrisbaneMelbournePerthSydney
CONTACT US
+61 2 9000 1975
VIsit our Help Centre

Follow us



Facebook link






Instagram link






YouTube link






By subscribing you agree to with our Privacy Policy

Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.
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All Clearlight Saunas International products meet Australian quality and safety standards and provide impeccable product service and customer care.
Clearlight acknowledges and pays respect to the ancestors, elders and descendants of the lands upon which we work, the Arakwal People of the Bundjalung Nation. We are mindful that within and without our premises, these lands always were and always will be Aboriginal Land.

©  Clearlight® Saunas.










Get Pricing

To view and download our infrared sauna pricelist, or gain more information on our infrared saunas for your home, please provide us with your contact details. If you'd like to receive a call from one of our sauna experts, kindly include your mobile number.




Residential

Commercial



Please call me to talk through my options
First name*
Last name*

Email*
Mobile No.

Which sauna are you interested in?*Select one...
Sanctuary Full Spectrum Collection
Premier Far Infrared Collection
Sanctuary Outdoor Full Spectrum Collection
I’m not sure yet


When would you be ready?*Select one...
Now
1 - 3 months
+3 months
I'm not sure yet



Message
By submitting your details, you agree to our Data & Privacy Policy


Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.




















  










